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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The paper discusses the way to ensure safety operation of the VVER by meeting the 

technological Safety Criteria that are defined in the documents of the state level. That Safety 

Criteria are ensured by-turn by implementation of the design limits for the number of core 

parameters at normal operation. 

Verification of the Safety Criteria adherences for all design modes of NPP operation is 

conducted in assumption that all (if possible) core parameters that have the design limits reach 

these limiting values. Additionally, to take into account possible error of modeling, a reactor 

operates in conditions for the core parameters to not reach the limits with probability greater 

than 95%. This method is deliberately conservative and it may be substituted with 

“probabilistic method”. Probabilistic method supposes the operational parameters are defined 

with accounting of the possible random deviation to ensure the probability of technological 

Safety Criteria to be met.  

 

 

 

The paper discusses one of the aspects of assuring the safety for VVER reactor by 

means of keeping the limitations of reactor parameters at normal operation.  

Before we proceed to the details, it is necessary to point out that the Russian philosophy 

of solving the problem is close to the world practice and is quite effective, which has been 

proven by many years of successful operation. At the same time, we must state that such 

philosophy lacks a system approach and induces too much conservatism. It is necessary to 

emphasize that lately some publications have appeared in the west, which discuss new 

approaches to safety analysis, and can be called «probabilistic» [1, 2]. This paper is a 

contribution to new approaches.  

In Russia, a series of government regulatory documents [3 - 7] lay the basis for design 

and operation of power-producing nuclear reactor, which establish the main requirements for 

the facilities of nuclear power industry. On the grounds of the requirements and VVER design 

experience it is possible to define the basic limitations or the Process Safety Criteria (main 

limits ML), which should be applied proceeding from the NPP state (event). The list of ML 

may be found in Table 1.  



We assume that the ML nomenclature and numeric values reflect their high designation. 

However, the limitations are not presented at full scope in the terms that each limitation is 

desired to be supplied with a required probability of fulfilment. Table 1 presents the 

probability only for departure from nucleate boiling ratio.  

IAEA and NUREG guidelines give such probability with two limited parameters: 

DNBR and fuel temperature: 

- “In the thermal-hydraulic analysis to calculate the DNBR, uncertainties in the values 

of process parameters … should be treated with at least a 95 % probability at a 95 % 

confidence level”; 

-  “At least a 95 % probability at a 95 % confidence level, that the peak centreline 

temperature of the fuel rods will not exceed the UO2 melting temperature”. 

Meanwhile, the above documents fail to give a more detailed explanation of how such 

provisions should be fulfilled.  

In our understating, the first mentioned 95 % defines event probability using the 

established distribution model of the discrepancies between calculated and actual data, while 

the other 95 % characterises the quality of the distribution model, as it is, and depends on the 

number of measured data used for plotting such model.  

When commenting the calculation requirements for DNBR and fuel temperature, it is 

necessary to point out the feasibility of more detailed rules regulating the satisfaction of such 

requirements, and the comments to the question why the probabilistic approach is used in case 

of one group of functionals, and not used in case of some other functionals.  

Drawing your attention to Table 1, which is used for design of VVER, we suggest that 

the Table should be supplied with requirements for the probability of fulfilling every 

parameter, which will allow obtaining logical normal operation limitations. As for the 

confidence level, it can be considered quire high, since many measured data were used for 

plotting the computational models.  

Now, a few words about practical ways of controlling the satisfaction of limitations 

from Table 1. Such control shall be realised at least twice: at virtual reactor “life” during 

reactor design activities, and in actual reactor “life” during reactor operation. It can be easily 

understood that a direct evaluation of meeting the Table 1 limitations at every stage of design 

work and for all options of NPP core loadings is a very complicated and almost impractical 

task. The on-line analysis of parameters from Table 1 using the current measured data is also 

an impractical task. Therefore, in VVER designing, as well as in PWR designing, the 

satisfaction of Table 1 limitations is ensured by imposing the limitations for some other 

parameters, which can be more easily controlled. It is clear from the objective of imposing 

such limitations, that the satisfaction of new limitations shall ensure sufficient conditions for 

satisfaction of ML stated in Table 1. 
  

   



Table 1. Basic VVER limitations for various states (categories of events) 

)1
 ПБЯ РУ АС-89                )

2
 Design practice                )

3
  If the established formula of conditions of DNBR is used  

 

 

Event 
categories 

Safety criteria 

Fuel temperature Heat removal from 
clad 

Clad 
temperature 

Clad integrity  Primary 
pressure 

Secondary 
pressure 

Short recurrent 
ciriticality 

Normal 

operation 

Fuel melting temperature 

is intolerable
)1

  

No nucleate boiling 

is allowed with no 
less than 95 %  
probability

 )1-3
   

 355 С 
)2
 Maximal number of 

damaged fuel rods: 0.2% - 
gas-leakage defect; 0.02% - 

direct contact 
)1

 

Less or equals 

service 
pressure  

Less or equals 

service 
pressure 

Not allowed 

Anticipated 
operational 

occurrences 

Fuel melting temperature 
is intolerable

)1
  

No nucleate boiling 
is allowed with no 

less than 95 %  
probability

 )1-3
 

 355 С 
)2
 Maximal number of 

damaged fuel rods: 0.2% - 

gas-leakage defect; 0.02% - 

direct contact 
) 1

 

 1.15 Рser 
)3

  1.15 Рser 
)3

 Not allowed 

Design 
accidents 

Fuel melting temperature 
is not permitted; 

enthalpy in the most 

stressed section of fuel 

rod is  200 cal/g for 

burnt out fuel
)2

 

Nucleate boiling is 
allowed

)2
 

 1200 С 
)1

 Gas inintegrity of all fuel 
rods is assumed; the clad 

oxidation depth is < 18% 
)1

; 

the amount of underwent a 
reaction zirconium is < 1% 

of its mass in rod clads 

 1.15 Рser 
)3

  1.15 Рser 
)3

 Allowed 

Beyond design 

basis accidents 

Numerical criteria are not available. Decisions are made using the outcomes of specific analyses 



Table 2. Nomenclature of parameters limited at normal operation  

Parameter In-process measurements  

Reactor thermal power Contineously 

Coolant flow rate, pressure and inlet 

temperature  

Contineously 

Power distribution about the core  Contineously 

Fuel burnup Indirectly by power monitoring  

Effects and coefficients of reactivity, 

parameters of point kinetics 

Partially during reactor start-up  

 

Further along, the paper discusses two methodologies of imposing the limitations: a 

comprehensive methodology that ensures the satisfaction of Table 1 in its present form, i.e., 

without the probabilities supplied, and the other methodology which can be realised after 

probability requirements are introduced.  

The presently used methodology implies that for the parameters from Table 2, the 

limitations shall be introduced– Normal operation limits (NOL). 

The evaluation of sufficiency of NOL selected to ensure ML is realised in the Safety 

assesment report in the following manner. Several initial (initiating) reactor sgtates are 

formed, so that the parameters reached the extreme values that shall be maximally close to 

NOL values. Then, the reactor parameters limited by ML shall be calculated for such initial 

reactor states for all tolerable transients that start from such initial states. At that, it is 

necessary to point out that this methodology deterministically defines either the initial event 

(the parameters equal NOL), or the calculation methods for transients (an approach known to 

be conservative is used). 

If the parameters limited by ML lie within the range of tolerable values, the sufficiency 

of established NOL shall be considered justified. There is a question that requires answering: 

what are the reactor core parameters (with account of probable methodological or 

technological errors of calculations, or errors of measurements) with which the reactor should 

operate.  

Taking into account a random nature of above mentioned errors, for each parameter х there 

should be imposed the errors of calculated or measured methods of х determination 

proceeding from the assumed probability of non-violation of design basis limit: calc
(х) and 

mes
 (х). For VVER, in conformity with world practice, such probability is assumed to be 95 

%. This means that for the above limited parameters of х with х  х
L
 - the probability of 

realisation of inequality х > х
L
 does not exceed 5 %. A schematical picture of NOL 

application at modern state of VVER designing is shown at Fig. 1. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

х1. … хi – one of parameters from Table 2;  

х1
 calc

 , … хi
 calc

 – calculated limits; 

х1
L
 , … хi

 L
 – design basis limit; 

i
calc

  – calculated error (margin) for parameter хi;  

Y(хi
L
) – value of parameter Y from Table 1, if parameters хi amount to the values хi

L
 ; 

Y
K
 – ML  

Fig. 1. Exercise of comprehensive approach for VVER safety assurance at design stage  

 

The other methodology, which is more advanced (less conservative), of imposing 

sufficient conditions for meeting Table 1 should start with supplying the Table with 

probabilities of ensuring the stated limits and evaluations of discrepancy distributions which 

can be found in this Table of parameters.  

Then, this methodology suggests identifying term NOL with calculated limit for 

parameter х. Using the experience of earlier calculated design, the values of х
L
 shall be 

selected, and also the applicable distributions of deviations between the genuine values of 

parameter х and х
L
, should this parameter be considered as mean calculated value.  

On the basis of each х distribution from Table 2 and by simulating normal state 

operation from design base, it is possible to calculate the distribution of parameters from 

Table 1 and evaluate the realization of required probability for adequacy to ML. Should the 

required probability be confirmed, the application of х
L
 can be considered proved, however, 

the values of parameters limited by NOL may vary to attain fuel cycle optimal economical 

characteristics. It is obvious that for new values of х
L
 it is necessary to renew the sufficiency 

justification for a new set of parameters. The selection and applicable justifications shall be 

Y(хi
L
) Y

K 

xi
 calc

 xi
L
 

x1
L
 x1

calc
 x1 

xi 

i
calc 

Y 



renewed also in the case, where even one of the limitations from Table 1 is not provided with 

applicable probability.  

It is important to emphasise that the simulation of reactor states from Table 1 should 

take into consideration all probable sources of uncertainties that appear in evaluation of final 

result (value of parameters limited by ML). Thus, the uncertainties shall comprise both the 

uncertainties of initial state including the uncertainties of NOL limited parameters, and the 

methodological errors of different aetiology, which are identified in probabilistic presentation, 

and characteristic for transient simulation.  

It is clear that the above mentioned process of evaluating the adequacy to ML, which are 

supplied with probabilistic requirements, is a very complicated task. The review of possible 

methods of the task realization may be found at [1 and 2], as well as the methods background, 

as applied to LOCA accident. 

The new methodology of VVER safety assurance is demonstrated at Fig. 2.  

 
 

 

 

 

х1. … хi – one of parameters from Table 2;  

х1
calc

 = х1
L
 , … хi

calc
 = хi

L
 – calculated limits equivalent to design basis limits; 

Y(хi
calc

) – value of parameter Y from Table 1, if the values of parameters хi reach the values of  

хi
calc

 = хi
L
  

              – methods of calculating Y(х) with account of methodological errors in transient 

simulation  

Fig. 2. Exercise of the suggested approach for VVER safety assurance at design stage 
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While in-process monitoring the measured reactor parameters, there are two things that 

require controlling, they are:   

-  measured value of above limited parameter does not exceed the calculated data; 

- deviations between measured and mean data does not exceed the applicable deviation 

between the calculated data. For the case of normal distributions, such provision means that 

dispersion of measured data does not exceed the dispersion of calculated data. 

As per the raw evaluation, the new VVER safety assurance methodology will allow a 

significant extension of tolerable area of normal operation reactor parameter values.  
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